
s cDOCSNAKE 65 MX

          
           
         
Article nr.: 776800 flamered / black without inside pockets 
77680 flamered / black with standard fitting with
9 inside pockets  
Measurements: nominal dimensions: 
app. 73x36x31cm
dimensions at standard loading: app. 74x38x38cm
Weight: app. 3830g incl. 9 inside pockets, 

 Volume: app. 89 L 
Strong, lightweight material: Kodra 500, 
Nylon 420, Antislip 840, Duraflex Schließen, 
YKK Zipper       

without 
medical material.

Nylon 420

The DOCSNAKE MX 65 is the big brother of
the Docsnake 48 MX for all those who need
to take even more material.

          Medicine compartement with every claim adaptable 
module system. All inside

 

ocksnake olded ack - carrying system.
     Removable light hipbelt 38mm

     - a

     2 sturdy c stable
enough to hang the rucksack on the winch.

     Small, integrated bottom compartement for optional 
r or a 
defibrillator and a optional raincover.

 bags are held in place by velcro
and can removed, replaced or added on.
     Safety compartement for alpine safety equipement such
as avalanche shovel, probe and biwisac.
     Separately privat compartement for personal gear or 
additional medical gear, such as the crashproofbox to keep
medical material sterile for a longer time. 
      

.  
     Anatomic cut shoulder straps with chest strap inclusive
emergency whistle.

dvanced interchangeable labeling: The front part 
can be changed individually.

arrying handles: on top and on the side, 

     Reflectors on all sides for improved visibility.

emovable front net for further equipment or a helmet 

RMB - R M  B  
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www.rock-snake.com

ACCESSOIRES

RMB - Rocksnake 
Molded Back:  
This carrying 
system convinces 
through a low 
construction with
pleasant soft 
touch.

6970063 first
care set
 „Alpin”

7750200
stif-
neck-
pouch

7870520 
ampoule-kit

MF 52
VKS 2/3

plus

rocksnake GmbH & Co Kg - office@rock-snake.com - telefon: +43 (0) 5352 644 13

For more options, see 
our complete list of 
accessories.
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Standard fitting with
9 inside pockets:

77680
flamered

The products shown are partially equipped with extras for additional price. The illustrated medical equipment is not included in the delievery. Data regarding delivery, appearance, dimensions and weights are correct at time of going to press. Variations in color and shape of the pictures, mistakes or misprint and changes are reserved. as - 07.07.2013


